On March 14, 2009, the founding Editor of Vision Research, Professor Thorne Shipley, passed away from complications of an illness that he had been fighting for the past three years. During his almost 20-year tenure as its founding Editor-in-Chief, Dr. Shipley guided Vision Research from its fledgling beginnings (1960) to the preeminent journal of vision research. In addition, he published many scientific articles and edited or authored five highly regarded books in the fields of psychology, visual science, and on the theories of intelligence and the origin of the mind. His loss to our scientific community is significant; to those fortunate enough to be his friends, it is profound.
Thorne Shipley was born on April 11, 1927, in New York, NY. He was the son of Joseph T. and Ann H. (Ziporkes) Shipley; Joseph Shipley was a well-known and long-time (60 years) theater critic in New York City, prolific author (27 books), and teacher. Thorne is survived by his wife and loving companion of 37 years, Virginia (Segal), their two sons, Neal and Jesse, Neal's wife Nanette (Glickman), Jesse's wife Tabetha Ewing, three grandchildren (children of Neal and Nanette), Benjamin, William, and Jacob, and his elder brother John Burke Shipley.
Thorne Shipley attended Johns Hopkins University (B.A., 1949) ; the New School for Social Research (M.A., 1953); and New York University (Ph.D., 1955) . He did post-doctoral study as an NIH Special Fellow at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, University of London (1958-59) , and was a Fellow of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Paris (1959-60) . He was a member of the following organizations: American Psychological Association, Optical Society of America, Biophysics Society, Psychonomics Society, Society for Social Responsibility in Science, Society for the History of Science, World Academy of Arts and Sciences (fellow).
Professor Shipley began his academic career at the Long Island University, Brooklyn, NY (instructor in psychology, 1951-53) . From 1953 to 58 he was a research psychologist at the American Optical Research Center, Southbridge, MA. As the first basic scientist on the faculty of the Bascom Palmer Eye Institute, he spent the remainder of his academic career at the University of Miami, School of Medicine, Miami, Fla. (assistant professor, Psychology, 1960-62; associate professor, Psychology, 1963-77; professor, Psychology, Visual Science, and Neuropsychology, 1977-93 ; director of the Institute of Advance Study of Science and Medicine, 1980-1993; emeritus professor, Visual Science, Psychology, and Theoretical Neuroscience, 1995-2009; adjunct professor, Psychophysiological Vision, Dept. of Biomedical Engineering, 2007 -2009 . Throughout his career, he also was an industrial consultant in visual science. Thorne Shipley's scientific contributions span the past half-century and include many groundbreaking papers in both basic and clinical vision science, classic textbooks, and stimulating books on the nature of the mind. In studies on binocular space, he elucidated the function relating distance perception and convergence and showed that no reference surfaces exist in monocular vision other than intellectual ones and that monocular visual distance is relatively unstable; its character is largely dependent upon changing physical configurations. Shipley also concluded that stereoscopic perceptions have a special significance for brain modeling, because they require a special form of cortical integration for their appearance. He observed narrow bands of exaggerated visual depth along ridges of very high stereoscopic disparity accelera- tions. These observations signaled the importance of local excitation accelerations for future models of brain functions. In color vision, he developed analytic expressions for describing the relationship between the maximum instrument error in the spectrophotometric measurement of colored samples and the corresponding maximum displacement of the CIE chromaticity coordinates. He also produced data supporting Traquair's contention that all color isopters would be equivalent if hue, saturation, and intensity were equated. Clinically, the detection of subtle peripheral and central field defects might reside in the use of appropriately selected equally bright-colored targets.
Thorne Shipley's research into pattern recognition: demonstrated the importance of attentional and cognitive aspects in the eccentric recognition of flashed patterns; resulted in the development of a computer algorithm to control the separate probabilities of various line lengths, or spatial frequencies, in unidimensionally random homogeneous visual textures of 50% density; and developed a means for studying pattern perception in man. This method is applicable not only to simple geometric shapes and symbols, but also to complex patterns, social patterns, and patterns in aesthetic and linguistic form. The breadth of this approach was one of the major goals towards which the Gestalt psychologists had pointed. A series of matrices was presented to illustrate both the development and the logic of that new approach. An application to culture-fair intelligence was noted, as well as a new and important distinction between monocular (form) and binocular (brightness) matching processes. Extensions of matrices to Op art and to a model of ethics were illustrated. Thorne Shipley's studies of evoked brain potentials and intersensory functions in dyslexic children and those with learning disabilities showed that these problems involved errant processing of signals arriving simultaneously from different senses. Much of his later work was devoted to the origin of mind in which he proposed fundamental revision of the core of modern psychology. He exposed the profound limits of linear, mechanistic, and naively reductionistic models of the mind, and proposed instead a sensory rationalist position built on the principles of emergent evolutionan ambitious synthesis of sensory science.
However, Thorne was much more than the sum of his incisive and wide-ranging papers binocular vision, color perimetry, color vision, electroretinography, intersensory evoked brain potentials, pattern recognition, pattern and matrix vision, and visual space perception) or books (classics in psychology, vertebrate visual processing, coded input signal to the brain, and intersensory origin of mind) which I shall not list as bibliographies may be found elsewhere. Rather, in the paragraphs that follow I will try to acquaint you with facets of this man not evident from reading one's curriculum vitae or bibliography.
I first met Thorne in 1970 when I arrived at the University of Miami as a freshly minted assistant professor of Biomedical Engineering. In his office were piles of manuscripts and copies of Vision Research-in those pre-computer days, authors submitted one original and two hard copies of their manuscripts and Figures via surface mail to the Editor who then mailed the copies out to two reviewers. As two native New Yorkers, we hit it off immediately and soon became good friends, a friendship that was to last for the remaining 39 years of his life. Of course, Thorne immediately recruited me into his large stable of reviewers for Vision Research, a task I have continued to perform in the ensuing four decades. By providing me the opportunity to learn at an early stage in my career how to review the work of others, Thorne also helped me to learn how to describe my own work more effectively; I subsequently applied that lesson to students working in my laboratory.
Thorne Shipley was someone whose special nature became apparent during your first conversation with him. We in academia are fortunate to be surrounded by colleagues whose high intelligence levels are a given; it is something we take for granted. However, even within such a forest of large trees, a giant redwood stands out. I wholeheartedly agree with the description of his colleagues that Thorne was one of the finest intellectuals and yet most considerate person they had ever dealt with. He was an individual who was able to apply his intelligence, effortlessly it seems, in incisive ways that continued to surprise and impress you even after four decades of discussions on the many different topics that came up during such a long-time span. As an example, I am reminded of a discussion we had a long-time ago at one of our traditional Christmas brunches (see below). The topic was whether there were any absolutes in life or whether all things were relative. I took the latter as my thesis and presented what I thought was a cogent argument with many examples to support my view; the details of that argument are lost and unimportant. What has been seared in my memory was that after I ended my discourse with the summary statement that all things were relative and nothing was absolute, Thorne, who had been patiently listening to me all this time, replied, ''So, everything is relative in life and nothing is absolute. . . (slight pause and a twinkle in his eye) except of course, your last statement." My reaction to his rapier-like thrust was immediate; I grasped my heart, groaned, and conceded with, ''Touché".
As New Yorkers, we shared a love for handball and enjoyed many hard-fought battles on the courts of the University of Miami. We also shared a love of the mountains and walking through the woods on his property in Vermont was a special treat. For decades we always made a yearly trip to his Coconut Grove home for brunch on Christmas morning; after we moved to Cleveland in 1980, we would bring a box of Mitchell's dark chocolates, available only in Cleveland. Sometimes this traditional brunch was just ''family" but often other close friends (e.g., Joel Glaser or John Flynn) or an exceptional student of Thorne's attended. It was a special time for good friends to celebrate the holidays, catch up with the year's events, reminisce, and as always, discuss ''important" matters. These traditional brunches continued until Thorne and his wife 'Ginny' moved from Coconut Grove to Greenwich Village, New York in 2006.
Thorne grew up influenced by both Judaism and Quakerism. In his dealings with others he was the epitome of honesty and fairness. That was not only evident in his position as Editor-in-Chief of Vision Research, where such traits are necessary for a highquality journal, but also as a teacher, a friend (his advice was always unbiased and given with kindness), or when interacting with someone he had just met. The words, ''kind", ''supportive", ''ready to help", ''never condescending", and ''always eager to teach" were commonly used to describe him. He inspired many students by his love for, and incisive thoughts about, vision research. One, a Chinese student, was so impressed by and attached to Thorne that he wished to address him as ''Father", a high honor for the Chinese. Thorne could not, and would not allow that as the student had his own living father and he was the only one to be called ''Father".
Although Thorne and I both studied brain function as revealed through the visual and ocular motor systems respectively, we did so from the different perspectives of the psychologist/psychophysicist and the control-systems/biomedical engineer. I have always had the unsettling feeling that the brain (ours) could never fully understand the brain (any). That is, armed only the same complexity of thought processes as the specimen under study, we would simply be incapable of fully understanding that complexity. Perhaps I, the relativist, was again being too absolute; perhaps Thorne's brain was up to the task and his speculations on the origin of mind will prove true.
In sum, Thorne Shipley was a scientist, humanist, teacher, and friend. Surely the world's entropy rose significantly with the loss of Thorne Shipley while world pedagogy, tolerance, fairness, and compassion have declined. It has been a joy to know Thorne and an honor to be considered one of his friends. What we have lost is irreplaceable, exceeded only by the magnitude of the loss to his family. To the scientific community, Thorne Shipley leaves the body of his research, with its insights and suggestions for further study and especially, by virtue of his foresight and hard work, we are left this premier journal, Vision Research. 
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